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INTRODUCTION
The media sector continues to be the sector
which arguably sees more flux than any other,
and many companies seek to keep up with
change through M&A; whilst private equity
is increasingly seeing the sector as one which
can deliver handsome returns.
2014 saw the number of deals in the sector
reach a post-recession high with volumes at
their highest level for seven years whilst deal
values reached an all-time high. Activity has
been a little more muted so far in 2015 in
terms of volumes, although we are seeing a
number of high value acquisitions which has
the potential to push deal values even higher
than we saw in 2014.
Content deals continue to be one of the
primary drivers of M&A. In 2014, we saw many
companies from outside the broadcasting
sector, such as Amazon, becoming content
producers by snapping up production
companies. This year, the headline production
deal has been ITV’s acquisition of Mammoth
Screen – a deal which will provide ITV with
content it can distribute in 180 countries
worldwide, and help insulate itself against
dwindling advertising revenues. Even the BBC
is now selling content directly to consumers
via an iTunes type service; a move which
it hopes will help to replace some of the
revenues lost from making television licences
free to the over-75s.

Aside from the tranche of new media M&A,
we have also noted a rebirth of M&A amongst
more traditional publishing sectors – with
the education publishing sector being one.
The merger between Macmillan Science and
Education and Sprinter Science+Business
Media will create the fourth largest education
publisher, whilst Pearson, the largest academic
publisher, has been selling text book assets
itself in an attempt to refocus its strategy.
Marketing analytics companies continue to
be closely watched by media conglomerates,
but private equity is also seeing the growth
potential in the sector: both Bridgepoint
Advisors and Endless made significant
investments in the sector in the first half of
the year and, with the UK becoming the first
country in the world to see 50% of advertising
expenditure go on digital, the trend can
only continue.
The UK’s position at the top of the digital
media world is further cemented by many
foreign companies choosing London as the
location for their listings: Israel is leading
the charge, its fast growth technology hub
now second only to Silicon Valley in terms of
the density of start-ups – and London is one
of the favoured listing locations for media
companies due to the increased investor
interest in the sector.

With renewed business confidence and
cash readily available on many companies’
balance sheets, we anticipate another busy
six months ahead from the sector. We
anticipate significant major consolidation,
together with an acceleration of smaller,
bolt-on acquisitions. The music streaming
sector is likely to become a renewed sector
of focus, precipitated by Apple’s entry into
the music streaming market. Analysts are
already anticipating “streaming wars” as
smaller players in the sector seek to mitigate
the threat of the giant – and M&A is certain to
play a part in this for many players.

ANDY VINER
Head of Digital Media at BDO
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DEAL VOLUMES COOL – BUT VALUES SOAR

FIGURE 1: Media Sector: Deal Volumes and Values (2004-2015e)
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We predict a slight dip
in the number of deals
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surpass that of 2014,
driven particularly by
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The media sector continues to see some of the
most transformational activity of all sectors:
increasing internationalisation, convergence
of technology, media and telecoms as well
as the race to ensure companies’ strategies
evolve to better meet the needs of the
technology savvy, media hungry millennial
generation. Overall, the number of deals in
the sector in 2015 is down slightly on 2014,
with 33 transactions in the first five months of
the year compared to 48 in 2014.

2014 was characterised by a series of mega
transactions within the media sector, and
we saw production companies becoming
hot commodities as companies started to
realise that merely recycling old content for
consumption was no longer good enough. Any
concerns about the potential volatility of the
changing sector were also somewhat allayed
by the news that private equity was willing
to pay handsomely to acquire certain assets
within the sector.

However, we do anticipate deal values rising
– the value of disclosed deals in 2015 has
already surpassed that of the entire year in
2014 with some large scale, transformative
deals helping to drive deal values higher.

As we predicted in the previous MediaTalk
publication, this trend has continued into
2015. At the beginning of June, ITV acquired
Mammoth Screen, a UK-based television
production company.

Number of deals
Value of deals (£m)

2015e

Mammoth Screen is a highly respected
producer of drama and comedy shows, and
the deal will provide ITV with extra content
– as well as the distribution rights to 180
countries worldwide. We are also seeing an
increasing interest in UK production assets
from abroad.
This quarter has also seen a rebirth of
traditional print and display advertising M&A;
both areas where we saw a notable decline in
2014. However, this slight upturn in traditional
M&A appears to be circumstantial rather than
indicative of an overall trend.
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There is still a certain amount of “wait and see”
within the sector, although companies within
certain sectors (such as content production
or marketing analytics) are attracting high
valuations with private equity in particular
willing to splash out.

“

The first five months of the year might have seen lower
volumes of corporate activity, but the levels are far higher than
during the recessionary years – and the premiums being paid for the
“right” targets are testament to the appeal of certain pockets of the
sector. Over the next few months, I believe we will start to see organic
growth making way for more acquisitive growth strategies.

“

The first five months of the year appear
to have been somewhat of a transitional
stage in media M&A: companies which have
stockpiled cash on their balance sheets during
times of austerity are now ready to spend,
and private equity is looking to invest in areas
which are set to thrive in the post-recession
environment.
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MEDIA M&A – HOT SECTORS
As mentioned in the previous section, the first
five months of 2015 have been characterised
by a swing towards traditional media M&A.
Just 9% of UK media transactions in 2014 were
from the publishing subsector (i.e. magazine
titles or books), yet there has been a surge of
interest in these type of companies in 2015.
One of the areas where we have noted
an increase in transactions is within the
educational printing subsector. US M&A
activity frequently provides a barometer
for UK activity, and last year Berkery Noyes
reported a 9% uptick in educational M&A –
and this upturn appears to have translated
into an increase in the UK in 2015. So far
this year, Pearson have sold text book assets
across seven academic disciplines to Taylor
Francis Group in March, and one of the most
newsworthy transactions of the year has
been the merger of Holtzbrinck Publishing
Group’s Macmillan Science and Education
with Springer Science+Business Media (which
was owned by funds advised by BCP) in
January. The new entity will have a turnover
of an estimated E1.5bn and 13,000 employees
making it the fourth largest educational
publisher behind Pearson, Reed Elsevier and
Wolters Kluwer. The involvement of private
equity within the deal sends a clear signal
of the market potential which still exists in
education publishing.

FIGURE 2: UK Media M&A Transaction 2015
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As consumers become more and more
advertising aware, media companies are
having to be more creative with their
advertising and are turning to analytics to help
increase the effectiveness of online advertising
campaigns. For this reason, marketing
analytics and automatic lead generation
companies are being eyed as potential
takeover targets, particularly by private equity
companies: Bridgepoint Advisors acquired
a 40% in the technological lead generation

Marketing profiling
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15%

firm, Marketing VF The deal is believed to be
worth a minimum of £20m, and will help fund
the company’s ambitious growth prospects.
Meanwhile, Endless, the UK-based private
equity firm, back a secondary management
buyout transaction of Adare International plc,
for a consideration of £60m. Adare offers a
range of innovative advertising solutions, and
the funding will help it to pursue its ambitious
inorganic growth strategy.
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FIGURE 3: Transactions in the media sector by subsector: 2013 vs 2014
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Trade acquisitions within the sector are also
continuing at pace: in November 2014, Cheil
Worldwide invested in independent creative
advertising agency, Iris – a deal designed to
help grow its “next generation [advertising]
network”. Although the initial level of
investment was not disclosed, an option for
Cheil to buy the agency outright within the
next five years has been put in place.

With brands focusing so much on online
advertising, it might come as a surprise that
10% of UK media transactions in the first
five months of 2015 were in the outdoor
advertising sector. Ocean Outdoor acquired
MediaCo Outdoor for £12m in April as part
of its strategy to strengthen its footprint in
the UK which came just five months after
Searchlight Capital Partners acquired LDC’s
stake in the entire business.
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TRENDS AND ANALYSIS
THE THIRST FOR ORIGINAL CONTENT
CONTINUES TO DRIVE M&A
The last edition of MEDIAtalk discussed how
companies – both traditional broadcasters
and larger media conglomerates – are seeking
out independent production companies
to add original content to their portfolios.
Last year, TalkTalk bought on-demand
home entertainment service, Blinkbox, and
immediately merged it into its existing services.
Amazon, demonstrating it is now far removed
from its original incarnation as an online
bookseller, won a Golden Globe for its original
show produced by Amazon studios, Transparent.
The trend has continued well into 2015, with
ITV leading the way. In the face of dwindling
advertising ratios, the broadcaster is seeking to
increase the revenues generated from producing
its own shows and selling them globally. In
March, ITV bought Tapla Media, the production
company behind BBC’s hit show The Voice, for
£355m. The show is already broadcast in 180
countries worldwide, and will provide ITV with
valuable funds from the potential international
audience.
ITV went further on the prowl in June, and
confirmed that it is to step up its 25% ownership
in Mammoth Screen to 100%. The independent
production company produces a number of highend drama programmes, including the BBC’s
recent Poldark adaption and ITV’s Inspector
Morse spinoff, Endeavour. Such drama series are
in high demand from pay TV companies, and will
help ITV to bolster its arsenal within this area

and help provide it with the edge on its peers.
Meanwhile, BBC Worldwide has been adapting
itself to be better prepared in the face of the
changing dynamics of revenue generation.
In April, it took a stake in Curve Media which
produces entertainment content such as
Named and Shamed and Trauma Doctors. BBC
Worldwide is committed to partnering with UK
creative companies, and it expects to make a
string of similar investments over the medium
term. The move towards generating stand-out
content will help in the Corporation’s aim to
make money from selling content from a newly
conceived commercial production subsidiary
– arguably the biggest shake-up since the
Corporation’s inception in 1922.
Disney, which was one of the forerunners in
buying external content producers, is testament
to the success of this trend: its acquisition of
Marvel in 2009 bought it a film franchise worth
$7.8bn at the global box office which it followed
up with the purchase of LucasArts in 2012 –
the company which has Star Wars Episode
VII in production. Both these acquisitions,
coupled with its purchase of Pixar in 2009, have
translated into significant revenue generation
arms for the company.
DIGITAL ADVERTISING
MAKING

DRIVE

DEAL

We have been discussing how digital advertising
is slowly taking a bigger and bigger share of
organisations’ marketing budgets, and recent
research from Strategy Analytics has suggested

that the UK will be the first country in the
world where spending on digital advertising
will outstrip all other digital formats combined.
It predicts that the UK advertising market
will grow by 5.5% to £15.8bn in 2015 – with
just under £8bn of that being spent on digital
advertising. The US, where the majority of
budget still remains with television advertising,
posts just 28% of ad spend on digital channels,
and for Europe and the rest of world the figure
remains at around a third.
The estimated increase of 9.5% in digital
advertising is two-thirds greater than the US,
and compares to a growth of just 1.6% for
traditional advertising.
The British thirst for digital marketing is helping
to drive M&A volumes in this particular area,
and private equity firm Endless’ £60m backing
of digital marketing specialist Adare’s secondary
management buyout is an example of how
private equity perceives the growth potential of
this particular subsector.
However, whilst private equity might be hungry
to cash in on the growth potential of the sector,
and digital agencies are scouring successful ad
tech companies to help broaden their digital
expertise, the IPO market is far from plain
sailing: Israeli adtech company Matomy made
the headlines when it floated on the London
Stock Exchange in July last year. It was touted
for fast growth, and was the only member of
the LSE’s new “high growth segment”. However,
the floatation came in the face of a digital
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fraud crackdown where new rules were being
imposed to stop the practice of advertisers
paying for the estimated third of sales that
were fraudulent. The news sent the company’s
share price plummeting, and has made other
digital advertising companies rethink their
flotation plans: just last month, Chicago-based
adtech firm Centro announced that it is to
delay its flotation plans in the face of a “rocky
IPO market” – despite the news coming in the
same press release that it has successfully raised
$30m to buy up more adtech companies – a
rather uneven story of success.
MARKETING ANALYTICS IS VITAL IN
WINNING NEW BUSINESS
Potential customers can no longer be wooed
by banner advertisements and targeted email
campaigns: targeted “intelligent” internet
campaigns, advanced marketing analytics,
programmatic campaigns and pay-perclick are being increasingly demanded by
clients. Traditional agencies are hungry to
add such capabilities to their portfolio and
acquiring specialist agencies is, for many, the
straightforward way to do this.
One of the earliest acquisitions in the sector was
Nielsen’s acquisition of Marketing Analytics in
2011, but interest in acquisitions in the sector is
starting to pick up strongly.
One of the most noteworthy acquisitions in
recent weeks has been the acquisition of the

“performance marketing agency” Periscope by
data-driven CRM specialist, Merkle. The deal, for
an undisclosed amount, is part of Merkle’s focus
to make targeted international acquisitions
and will help it establish a presence in the UK.
Even companies from outside the traditional
marketing space are joining in the acquisition
rush: at the end of June, Accenture announced
that it is acquiring Brightstep, a provider of digital
content, digital marketing and e-commerce
solutions in order to help its clients gain access
to vital digital marketing expertise.
However, one of the biggest deals to date which
cements the belief of growth in the sector was

You & Mr Jones’ announcement in June that
$350m had been raised to make investments
in the sector and create a new “brandtech”
group to help brands better leverage advertising
technology.
The new entity is headed by former Havas CEO,
David Jones, and has already made investments
in Mashable and Mofilm. Jones realises the
challenges brands are facing in maximising the
brand building potential of internet and mobile
technology, and the new entity seeks to address
this gap.

FIGURE 4: Share of ad spend by media type 2015
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TRENDS AND ANALYSIS

“

Commercial broadcasters are
finding their advertising income
under pressure, and delivering
content is increasingly becoming
a way of helping to fill a revenue
hole. Even the BBC, which was never
established as a commercial entity,
is now starting to sell content.
This change in revenue generation
is likely to help drive better
quality content across the sector
– something which can only be
good for the media consumer.

“

ISRAELI COMPANIES CONTINUE THEIR
MARCH IN ADTECH
In the public markets, one of the other trends
over recent years originates from the Middle
East. The success of Israel’s digital industry
has become increasingly marked within the
past two years: although young start-ups may
have as much as 25% of their workforce on
reserve duty at any one time, this appears to
have made the sector more hungry to succeed
and Israel is now second only to Silicon Valley
in terms of the density of tech start-ups.
However, the high profile flotations of
Matomy and Marimedia on the London Stock
Exchange have been beset with post-flotation
blues: as mentioned in the previous section,

FIGURE 5: Israeli IPOs Filed: 2005-2014
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fifth in February in the face of a digital fraud
crackdown, and Marimedia shares fell by
35.3% at the end of February as it announced
it is to close its display advertising business
to focus on mobile marketing. If analyst
comment is to be believed, this move will
actually provide the company with a strategy
for growth success in the long term.
However, whilst companies in the UK or the
US may be delaying their flotation plans
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in the face of a more rocky market, Israeli
companies continue to demonstrate their
robustness and are continuing with flotation
plans nonetheless. The innovative artificial
intelligence adtech company Adgorithms
raised $41.4m in its flotation on the London
Stock Exchange’s AIM index on 11 June. The
company, which was founded only six years
ago, is headquartered in Tel Aviv with a sales
and marketing office in New York. It plans to
use the funds raised through the flotation to
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Last year was said to be the “year of the
Israeli IPO” and, whilst we are unlikely to see
the volumes noted in 2014 due to a slight
cooling in the market, we still predict the
number will surpass that noted in 2013, with
media technology companies, like Kornit
Digital which floated in February, being one
of the main driving forces along with the
pharmaceutical sector.
UK MEDIA COMPANIES REMAIN
THE TARGET FOR CROSS BORDER
ACQUISITIONS
Looking at the global picture, we discussed in
the previous MEDIAtalk how UK companies
are becoming increasingly attractive to US
trade and private equity, particularly in the
thirst for television content: US ownership
of TV shows broadcast in the UK doubled
between 2013 and 2014, and the trend shows
no signs of slowing down.
Looking at the wider cross border deal
landscape, 50% of UK media companies which
have been bought in a cross border transaction

FIGURE 6: Cross-border media M&A: Location of foreign buyers of UK media companies
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have involved a US-buyer whilst just 17% have
originated from Europe. Overall, however, the
cross border M&A market remains muted –
whilst M&A analysts are in agreement that
the pipeline looks healthy and companies and
private equity have cash available to make the
purchases, disagreements around valuations –
particularly amongst the new breed of digital
media companies – are stalling the pipelines.
As the market picks up, the UK will continue
to look attractive to foreign buyers.

“

The US is continuing to
be the primary suitor for UK
media companies, with content
assets of particular interest.
However, as companies increasingly
find they are valued too highly to be
an attractive buy and values start
to realign with buyer demands, the
stagnated European inward M&A
market should regain some life.

“

buy up more agencies as well as develop its
AI-based platform, Albert. Unlike its digital
advertising agencies peers who have suffered
in the face of market and regulatory dynamics,
the company is more immune than others
owing to its IP-heavy offering.
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WHAT DOES 2015 HOLD?
Now the election is behind us, business
confidence is at an eight month high
according to a new survey by Lloyds Bank.
A balance of 61% claimed to be confident
about the economic prospects of the UK
in the survey carried out at the beginning
of May; an increase of 3% - and a valuable
barometer of business’ sentiments postelection.
Whilst GDP slowed in Q1 2015, analysts
are pointing to an acceleration of growth
in the second quarter, led primarily by
this increased confidence. Even the CBI,
which recently cut its growth forecasts for
this year and next year to 2.6% and 2.5%
respectively, still believes the UK can look
forward to two years of “solid, steady and
sustainable growth” – despite headwinds
from Europe and a drag from the pound on
exports.
The M&A market was off to an exceptional
start in 2015: according to Forbes magazine,
it was the highest value quarter for M&A
since Q1 2007, with the US having its best
quarter since 2000 (deal value of £267bn)
and Asia (excluding Japan) boasting its best
quarter ever (deal value of £128bn).
However, as we noted in the first chapter
of this report, deal volumes remain muted
with companies being more selective in
their target choice and companies looking
for valuations which are perhaps higher
than buyers would like. However, with

megadeals such as BT’s £12.5bn takeover
of mobile operator EE on the cards, further
large scale consolidation seems likely.
The news at the beginning of June that
Apple was to launch its own music
streaming service to rival industry leader
Spotify, a move which is expected to trigger
“streaming wars”. Spotify announced its
current subscriber numbers (60 million) the
day after the Apple announcement; a move
which was hardly coincidental and served
to stamp its authority on the industry.
Whilst it will do little to alter Apple’s
planned path to streaming dominance, it
does highlight just how far behind Spotify’s
closest competitors are: Deezer, Spotify’s
closest rival in the UK, has just 6 million
paid subscribers, whilst Rdio and Tidal have
less than a million.
It would seem likely that Apple’s launch
into the streaming music market will
trigger M&A activity within the sector, and
industry analysts are already suggesting
the advert-supported streaming service,
Pandora, is a prime candidate for takeover:
it saw its stock tumble just hours after the
Apple announcement, with the founder,
Tim Westergren, quick to react by claiming
that the business is still growing. Analysts
may need more concrete evidence of the
company’s strategy for making their next
valuations, however.

Overall, we expect the interest in adtech
to continue, both from a domestic and
international perspective, with companies
specialising in mobile adtech of particular
interest to larger media conglomerates
and private equity alike. The importance
of technology within the media sector will
continue to gain traction, with IP-intensive
companies just as Adgorithms able to
command high interest from investors –
and high valuations to match.

WE LOOK FORWARD
TO AN EXCITING
END TO 2015
The improving economy
together with bold moves
such as Apple’s streaming
music launch and BT’s
takeover of EE, will help to
drive increased confidence in
media dealmaking, helping
to shape and evolve the everchanging sector.
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